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BROTHER MFC-J5330DW PRINTER  
Paper tray capacity of up to 250 sheets. USB 2.0, Copy, 
print, scan and fax capabilities. A3 print capabilities.  
Print resolution: 4800 x 1200dpi. Print speeds of 22ppm 
mono, 20ppm colour. 4 year warranty.  
2013289

WORK @ HOME ESSENTIALS

BROTHER MFCJ491DW PRINTER  
Print, Copy, Scan, Fax. Print speed up to 12ipm mono, 
6ipm colour. Print resolution up to 6000x1200 dpi.  
Duplex printing, 128MB memory, 4.5cm LCD display,  
20 sheet ADF, Wireless connectivity 
7090483

BROTHER MFC-J6930DW PRINTER 
Automatic 2-sided (duplex) print, copy, scan and fax  
capability up to A3, two 250 sheet paper trays, print 
speeds of up to 22 PPM monochrome, and a large  
intuitive 9.3cm LCD touchscreen for easy navigation. 
2013292
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WORK @ HOME ESSENTIALS

$215
+ GST 

UPANATOM MOBILE LAPTOP SIT STAND DESK
The new UPANATOM Mobile Laptop Sit Stand desk is a compact economical manual 
solution. Featuring a single lever gas assist height adjustable poly propylene platform 
large enough to suit a 17 inch laptop. Retractable mouse pad & cup holder. Locking 
castors. Large handle for easy mobility. Extra wide starship base for maximum stability. 
10 Year warranty.

HELSINKI HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLE
A utility table wherever you need it or as a stand-up work surface for tablet or laptop.
Simple gas lift height adjustment quickly converts from sitting to standing position with 
365mm of smooth adjustment. Sit to Stand Adjustability, Quick and easy gas height 
adjustment, Twin wheel castors lockable, Shark nose edge, Sleek square lines for nesting
Great value for money, 10 Year warranty

LINK LAPTOP AND COFFEE TABLE
A laptop table that can sit upright or face down as a coffee table. Ideal for smaller 
spaces, and adaptive work spaces. Made from heavy duty plywood laminate, that has 
been coated in a matte clear lacquer for a pristine look and feel. Lightweight for ease of 
movement, Heavy duty plywood laminate construction. Exposed wooden edges, Clear 
lacquered beech veneer finish, Multi-use positions to suit various applications

ARISE DESKALATOR
Sits on your existing desk and lets you change posture through the day. Adjusts straight 
up and down. Always in easy reach. Gas spring offers smooth height transition. Support 
groove on the surface to mount smart phone & tablet. Easy height adjustment via two 
activation paddles. 3 hole mounts for easy-fit single or dual monitor arms.  
Size Options available: 680 x 590 mm, 890 x 590 mm

$270
+ GST 

$399
+ GST 

$399
+ GST 

small

$479
+ GST 

large
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WORK @ HOME ESSENTIALS

BURO ROMA OFFICE CHAIR HIGH BACK 3-LEVER
The Buro Roma 3 range of chair’s are exceptionally comfortable seat and supportive 
back (available in both highback and midback options) more than match its modern 
good looks. Its many seat and back position adjustments enable the user the ultimate 
office seating experience. 
3508525

MEDIA MESH BACK OFFICE CHAIR WITH ARMS
Features a mesh high back rest and a well balanced synchro mechanism  
for tension adjustment. Height adjustable lumbar. Fixed height armrests.  
Indicative sitting hours per day: 6 to 8.  
Indicative maximum user weight rating: 120kg. 5 year warranty
3505751  

URBANE MESH CHAIR 1 LEVER
Heavy duty Single Lever with superior comfort. Delivered flat packed,  
Breathable mesh back, Nylon Base, Seat Height Adjustable, Fixed Loop Arms, Indicative 
Weight Rating: 120kg, Daily Sitting Hours: 6-8, 3 Year Warranty (excluding upholstery) 
7096786 

TAG 3.40 OFFICE CHAIR HIGH-BACK 3-LEVER
A functional, comfortable and very versatile chair for your office workspace. Adjustments 
available for height, backrest height, backrest angle and seat angle adjustments 3 lever 
heavy duty mechanism. 400mm backrest. Indicative sitting hours per day: 8. Indicative 
maximum user weight rating: 120kg. Black. 5 year warranty 
3504177  

$240
+ GST 

$235
+ GST 

$275
+ GST 

$99
+ GST 
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ADVANCE COVERZONE CHAIRMAT RECTANGLE
Protect your carpet from damage in heavy wear areas. Reduce strain on your back, knees 
and legs. Protect your carpet and reduce strain on your body. 2.4mm thick.  
No pin test required. Rectangular shape. Long life Polycarbonate, 100% PVC free
Easy to clean with damp cloth, Clear. 5 year guarantee, Available in 2 sizes. 
3507860 - W1220 x L915mm, 3507861 - W1350 x L1150mm

EDNET SCREEN CLEANING WIPES PACK 100
Special cleaner for smartphones, tablets, notebooks and monitors. 
Cleaning wipes gently and thorougly remove dirt, dust and fingerprints.  
Dispenser keeps cleaning wipes fresher for longer.  
Alcohol-free liquid. 100 pack
7095825  

EDNET POWER SPRAYDUSTER CLEANER 400ML
Ednet power cleaner is a powerful aerosol spray for cleaning hard-to-reach places.
Suitable for keyboards, printers, scanners, copiers, optical drives, etc. Spray intensity can 
be adjust according to your needs. Helps you effectively clean every computer accessory
400ml can of compressed air. Includes extension tube. 
7095821

EDNET OFFICE CLEANING WIPES PACK 100
Special cleaning wipes for TFT screens, laptops and flat bed scanner screens.  
Removes smudges, dirt, dust, fingerprints and provides streak free cleaning.  
100 pack 
7095826     

$110
+ GST 

small

$150
+ GST 

large
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GENIUS WIDECAM F100 120 DEGREE WIDE ANGLE WEBCAM
Cover more people and views with 120 degrees which allows wide coverage so there’s no need to crowd around in front of a regular web camera in a meeting. High definition video, 
no matter you are in the meeting or personal chat, experience the beauty of high definition, frame rate and colors in 1080P Full HD. Built-in stereo microphone captures voices from 
the different angles and delivers a great conversation experience. 

VERBATIM CLASSIC STEREO HEADPHONES  
WITH MICROPHONE
Feature soft ear pads, whether listening to music for hours on end, gaming, or watching 
back to back movies. The lightweight body produces a stunning rich acoustic sound. 
Inline microphone compatible with any device that has a 3.5mm output jack including 
mobile phones, tablets, audio devices and laptops.

VERBATIM MULTIMEDIA HEADSET  
WITH MICROPHONE
Lightweight, stylish headset incorporates an adjustable, built-in, omni-directional  
microphone and is perfect for internet voice chat, skype calls, video conferencing and 
internet gaming on your PC or notebook. In-line volume control remote so you can take 
ultimate control of the volume. 

$99
+ GST 

$19
+ GST 

$14
+ GST 
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KENSINGTON PRO FIT WASHABLE KEYBOARD USB\PS2
Made of antimicrobial material prevents the growth of mould, mildew, and fungi.  
Water-proof and washable design resists spills and makes cleaning easy. Plug and play 
via USB. Soft-touch keys. Black with 104-key layout. Designed for use in many different 
environments, such as hospitals, government offices, schools and more.  
2008734

LOGITECH MK315 WIRELESS KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
Quiet and durable wireless keyboard and mouse combo. Designed for high use areas
Adjustable keyboard typing angles (2 degrees and 8 degrees). Reduced click noise mouse
Wireless range: 10 meters. System requirements: Windows 7,8,10 or later, Black
1 year guarantee. 
7094860  

LOGITECH MK470 SLIM WIRELESS KEYBOARD KIT
Make any space minimalist, modern, and whisper-quiet with the MK470 Slim Wireless 
Combo – an ultra-thin, compact and design-forward keyboard and mouse combo perfect 
for getting things done efficiently. Comes in Black or White 
CON9868 

LOGITECH WAVE MK550 KEYBOARD AND MOUSE SET
A popular ergonomic desktop keyboard and mouse set. Wave shaped key frame  
design. Cushioned and contoured palm rest. Adjustable keyboard height. Laser mouse 
keeps your hand happy and supported with contoured sides and soft rubber grips. 
2.4GHz connectivity. Unifying USB wireless receiver. 3 year warranty. 
2010077  


